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Has the financial plan contented up become your plan for wealth? That plan sounds a bit like this: College graduate, get a good job, save 10% of your paycheck, buy a used car, cancel movie channels, stop drinking expensive Starbucks moka lattes, save and pinch your life, trust your life savings on the Stock Exchange,
and one day, when you're 65, you can retire rich. Since you were old enough to have a job, you've been tricked into believing that wealth can be created by blindly trusting in uncontrollable and unpredictable markets: the housing market, the stock market, and the labor market. I call this soul-sucking dogma and stealing
Dreams The Slowlane - a helpless financial gamble that dubiously promises wealth in a wheelchair. Accept Slowlane as a financial roadmap and your financial future will blow carelessly on a HOPE sailboat: I HOPE you can get a job and keep it, I HOPE the stock market doesn't blow, I hope the economy bounces back,
HOPE, HOPE and HOPE. Do you really want HOPE to be at the heart of your family's financial plan? Lead the Slowlane road and you'll find your life deteriorating into a miserable show about what you can't do, compared to what you can. For those who don't want a lifetime membership to settle for less, there's an
alternative; a freeway to extraordinary wealth that can burn a trail to financial independence faster than any road out there. And incredibly, this street has nothing to do with jobs, 401 (k), mutual funds or a lifestyle of mediocrity. Ask for more. Change lanes and find your explosive wealth accelerator. Hit the Fastlane, crack
the code to wealth, and learn how to live rich for life. There are no reviews yet. Be the first to write a review. Has the financial plan contented up become your plan for wealth? It looks something like that: college graduate, you get a good job, save 10% of your paycheck, buy a used car, cancel movie channels, stop
drinking expensive Starbucks moka lattes, save and pinch your life, trust your life savings on Wall Street, and one day, when you're 65, you can retire rich. Millionaire Fastlane - Since you were old enough to have a job, you've been tricked into believing that wealth can be created by blindly trusting in uncontrollable and
unpredictable markets: the housing market, the stock market, and the labor market. This soul-sucking and dream-stealing dogma is The Slowlane, a powerless financial gamble that dubiously promises wealth on a to wheels. Accept Slowlane as a financial roadmap and your financial future will blow carelessly on a HOPE
sailboat: I HOPE you can get a job and keep it, I HOPE the stock market doesn't tank, HOPE for a robust economy, HOPE, HOPE and HOPE. HOPE is really the fulcrum fulcrum family's financial plan? Video summary Drive the Slowlane and you'll find your life deteriorating into a miserable show about what you can't do,
compared to what you can. For those who don't want a lifetime subscription to mediocrity, there's an alternative; a highway to extraordinary wealth that can burn a trail to financial freedom faster than any road out there. And incredibly, this street has nothing to do with jobs, 401 (k), mutual funds or a miserable lifestyle and
tiny 190-square-foot homes. Just a few of what you'll learn: why jobs, 401 (k)s, mutual funds, and 40 years of senseless frugality will never make you rich young. Because most entrepreneurs fail and how to immediately put the odds in your favor. The true law of wealth: exploit this and wealth has no choice but to be
magnetized to you. The main cause of naughtiness: change this and change everything. How the rich get really rich - and no, it has nothing to do with a paycheck or a 401K match. The mathematics of wealth and like any Joe Schmo can draw on real wealth very quickly. Because the guru's sacred deities - compound
interest and index funds - are powerless wealth accelerators. Because popular guru banalities like you do what you love and follow your passion will most likely keep you poor, not rich. And over 250 more distinctions of poverty... Ask for more. Change lanes and find your explosive wealth accelerator. Hit the Fastlane,
crack the code to wealth, and learn how to live rich for life. Editorial review This is by far the best book ever written on the subject, better than Rich Dad Poor Dad, better than Think and Grow Rich, better than any Donald Trump book...~ Amazon reader review You'll learn more in 2 days from this book than you will be in 2
years of business college courses...~ Amazon reader review There are times in your life when a light bulb seems to turn on, a switch just seems to flip over. If you are trying to induce one of these, look no further than this book. ~ Amazon reader review I can promise you that there is a clarity that comes from reading this
book that no other book on the market will ever give you. ~ Amazon reader review The best book on wealth acquisition ever written...~ Amazon reader review THE FASTLANE MILLIONAIRE SUMMARY From the author THE LAMBORGHINI PROPHECY COMPLETE The Millionaire Fastlane is an echo of a chance
encounter I had a long time ago when I was a pudgy teen. It was a quick ignition of consciousness, resurrection triggered by a stranger driving a mythical car, a Lamborghini Countach. Fastlane was born, and with it the resolution and conviction that wealth creation must not take 50 years of financial mediocrity robbed of
decades of work, decades of savings, decades of senseless frugality, and decades of stockpiles of 8% of 8% Returns. Often, this book refers to the Lamborghini brand, and it's not to brag when I say I've owned some. The Lamborghini icon represents the fulfillment of a prophecy in my life. It started innocently when I saw
my first Lamborghini and kicked my asto out of my comfort zone. I confronted its young owner and asked a simple question: How can you afford such a great car? The answer I received, revealed in Chapter 2, was short and powerful, but I wish I had more. I wish that man had taken a minute, an hour, a day or a week to
talk to me. I wish that young stranger would mentor me on how to achieve what I thought Lamborghini represented: wealth. I wish the man had reached his car and given me a book. Fast forward to today. While endangering the streets of my Lamborghini, I relive the same moment if not in the role reversal. To celebrate
my fastlane success, I bought one of these legendary beasts, a Lamborghini Diablo. If you've never had the opportunity to drive a car that costs more than most people's homes, let me tell you how it works... You can't be shy. People chase you into traffic. They stalked you, rubberized you, and they cause accidents.
Getting gas is an event: people take photos, angry environmentalists give you the evil eye, and haters insinuate the length of your penis, as if owning a Hyundai meant being well endowed. Mostly, people are asked questions. The most frequently asked questions come from mocking and curious teenagers, as I was
many years ago: Wow, how can you afford one of these? or What do you do? People associate a Lamborghini with wealth, and while I soon learned that it's more of an illusion than anything else (any idiot can fund a Lamborghini), it's indicative of a dream lifestyle that most people conceive of as incomprehensible. Now,
when I hear the same question that I asked decades ago, I have the power to give away a book and maybe give away a dream. This book is my official answer. Millionaire Fastlane shows the difference between what you can't and can do. Ignoring popular advice and opting for an unusual path is also a way to gain
wealth and financial peace. The world divided into 3 lanes for 3 classes of people: the poor on the sidewalk, the middle class in the slow lane and the rich in the overtaking lane. So, if you want to get into the fast lane, you need to get out of your shell, learn, gain experience, and build your own business. (Kindle EPUB)
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Code to Wealth and Live Rich for a Lifetime by MJ DeMarco ebook kindleLe It's real: 2020 was a nightmare. Amid the political unrest and the new coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19), it's hard to look back on the year and find something, anything, that was a potential bright spot on an otherwise turbulent journey around
the sun. Fortunately, there have been some bright spots: that is, some of the excellent works of military history and analysis, fiction and nonfiction, novels and graphic novels that we have absorbed in the last year. Here's a short list of some of the best books we've read here at Task &amp; Purpose over the past year. Do
you have your own recommendation? Send an email to jared@taskandpurpose. Com and we will include it in a future story. Phil KlayI's missionaries loved Phil Klay's first book, Redeployment (which won the National Book Award), so missionaries were at the top of my list of readings not to be done when it came out in
October. Klay took six years to research and write the book, which follows four characters in Colombia who gather in the shadow of our post-9/11 wars. As Klay's prophetic novel shows, the technology, drone and targeted killing machines that were built on the Battlefield of the Middle East will continue to grow in distant
lands that rarely collect titles. [Buy]- Paul Szoldra, editor-in-chiefBattle Born: Lapis Lazuli by Max UriarteWritten by 'Terminal Lance' creator Maximilian Uriarte, this graphic novel follows a Marine infantry team on a bloody odyssey through the mountain ranges of northern Afghanistan. The color comic is basically Conan
the Barbarian in MARPAT. [Buy]- James Clark, senior reporter Alex KershawNow's Liberator a gritty and gloomy Animated Miniseries of Netflix's World War II, The Liberator follows the 157th Infantry Battalion of the 45th Division from the beaches of Sicily to the mountains of Italy and the Battle of Anzio, then to France
and later again in for some of the bloodiest urban battles of the conflict before culminating in the liberation of the Dachau concentration camp. It's a heartbreaking tale, but it's worth reading first the acclaimed Netflix series. [Buy]- Jared Keller, deputy director The Only Plane in the Sky: An Oral History of 9/11 by Garrett
Graff If you didn't get this reading account of the September 11 attacks, you need to put The Only Plane in the Sky at the top of your Christmas list. Graff expertly explains the timeline of that day through the account of those who lived it, including the loved ones of those who were lost, the persistently brave rescuers who
were on the ground in New York, and service members working at the Pentagon. My only suggestion is not to read it in public – if you're something like me, you'll be constantly left in tears. [Buy]- Haley Britzky, Army reporterThe Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World by Elaine ScarryWhy do we fight
wars? Wouldn't a mass tennis tournament be a nicer way for nations to resolve their differences? This is one of the many questions harvard professor Elaine Scarry tries to answer, along with why nuclear war is similar to torture, why the language surrounding war is sterilized in public discourse, and why both war and
torture destroy human worlds by destroying access to language. It's a great elevator of a reading, but even if you read the second chapter (as I did), you'll come away thinking about war in new and refreshing ways. [Buy]- David Roza, Air Force reporterStalingrad: The Fateful Siege: 1942-1943 by Antony
BeevorStalingrad takes readers from the Nazi invasion of the Soviet Union to the collapse of the 6th Army in Stalingrad in February 1943. It gives you the perspective of German and Soviet soldiers during the most apocalyptic battle of the 20th century. [Buy]- Jeff Schogol, correspondent for Andrew J. BacevichI's
Pentagon America's War for the Greater Middle East, picked up the American war for the Greater Middle East earlier this year and couldn't put it down. Published in 2016 by Andrew Bacevich, a retired army historian and officer who served in Vietnam, the book reveals the long and tortuous history of how America has
been so entangled in the Middle East and shows that we have been fighting a long war since the 1980s – with errors of judgment by political leaders on both sides of the aisle to blame. From the end of World War II until 1980, virtually no American soldiers were killed in action while serving in the Greater Middle East.
Since 1990, virtually no American soldiers have been killed in action anywhere else. What caused this change? asks for the jacket of the book. As bacevich details in this definitive story, the flow of the mission of our experience in Vietnam took place over and over again in the 30 years, with disastrous results. Paul
Szoldra, editor-in-chief OfBurn In: A Novel of the Real Robotic Revolution by P.W. Singer and August ColeIn Burn In, Singer and Cole will set readers on a journey to an unknown date in the future, in An FBI agent searches for a high-tech terrorist in Washington, D.C. Set after what the authors called the real robotic
revolution, Agent Lara Keegan is allied with a robot that is less Terminator and much more than a useful and highly intelligent law enforcement tool. Perhaps the most interesting part: almost everything that happens in history can be traced back to technologies that are being researched today. You can read the Task
&amp; Purpose interview with the authors here. [Buy]- James Clark, senior reporterSAS: Rogue Heroes by Ben MacIntyreLike WWII? Like a band of eccentric silences that devastate fascists? Then you will love SAS: Rogue Heroes, which tells some really crazy nights performed by one of the first modern special forces
units. Above all, Ben MacIntyre treats his story in a compassionate and balanced tone that shows both the best and the worst of SAS men, who are, like everyone else, only human after all. [Buy]- David Roza, Air Force reporter Kate Quinn's Alice NetworkThe Alice Network is a compelling novel that follows two brave
women at different times: one who lives in the aftermath of World War II, determined to find out what happened to someone she loves, and the other who works in a secret network of spies behind enemy lines during World War I. This compelling historical narrative is based on the true story of a network that infiltrated



German lines in France during the Great War and weaves a tale so full of drama, suspense and tragedy that you won't be able to put it down. [Buy] Katherine Rondina, Anchor BooksWhy I published a new book this year, I answered questions about my inspirations. That means I thought and so grateful for Aimee
Bender's The Girl in the Flammable Skirt. I can't credit him for making me want to be a writer - that desire was already there - but it inspired me to write stories where the fantastic complicates the ordinary, and the impossible becomes possible. A girl in a nice dress with no one to appreciate it. An insignificant boy with a
remarkable talent for finding things. The stories in this book taught me that the everyday life of my world could become magical and strange, and in that strangeness I could find a new kind of truth. Diane Cook is the author of the novel The New Wilderness, which has long been shortlisted for the 2020 Booker Prize, and
the Man V. Nature collection of stories, which was a finalist for the Guardian First Book Award, believer book award, PEN/Hemingway Award and Los Angeles Times Award for First Fiction. Read an excerpt from The New Wilderness.Bill Johnston, University of California PressI revisited many old favorites in this sad year
of fear and isolation, and they're most grateful of all for The Collected Poems of Frank O'Hara. Witty, thoughtful, intimate, strange, disarming disarming and monumentally serious all at once, were a constant balm and inspiration. The only thing to do is simply continue, he wrote, in 'Adieu to Norman, Bon Jour to Joan and
Jean-Paul'; it's so simple/ yes, it's simple because it's the only thing to do/you can do it/yes, you can because it's the only thing to do. Helen Macdonald is a nature essayist with a semi-regular column in The New York Times Magazine. His latest novel, Vesper Flights, is a collection of his most beloved essays, and his
debut book, H Is for Hawk, won the Samuel Johnson Prize for Nonfiction and the Costa Book Award, and was a finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award and the Kirkus Prize for Nonfiction.Andrea Scher, Scholastic Press This year, I'm so grateful for Leah Johnson's You Should See Me in a Crown. Reading - like
everything else - was a struggle for me in 2020. It was hard to let go of all my anxieties about the state of the world and our country and let myself be overwhelmed by a story. But you should see me in a crown he pulled me right away; for the blissful moment I was reading it, it made me think of a world outside of 2020
and made me smile from ear to ear. Joy has been hard to come by this year, and I'm so grateful for this book for the joy it brought me. Jasmine Guillory is the New York Times bestselling author of five romantic novels, including this year's Party of Two. His work appeared on O, The Oprah Magazine, Cosmopolitan, Real
Simple, and Time.Nelson Fitch, Random HouseLast year, stuck in a long groove of reading that left me wondering if I still liked books, I came across George Saunders' tenth December, a collection of stories that Saunders wrote between 1995 and 2012 that are themselves funny, smug, surprising, weird, deep and often
all those things at the same time. As a writer, what I crave most from books is finding one so excellent that it makes me feel like I'd better quit – and so wonderful that it reminds me of what it means to be purely a reader again, meeting new worlds and revelations every time I turn a page. Tenth of December is this, and I
am so grateful that it fell off a high shelf and into my life. Veronica Roth is the #1-selling New York Times producer in the Divergent and the Carve the Mark duology series. His latest novel, Chosen Ones, is his first adult novel. Read an excerpt from Chosen Ones.Ian Byers-Gamber, Blazevox BooksSeading myself today
to the prospect of a few hours spent reading part of another day of this disastrous and delirious pandemic year, I am very grateful for the book in my hands, one in turn full of gratitude for a life spent reading: How Proust Ruined My Life by Gloria Frym. Frym's essays - Marcel Proust, yes, and Walt Whitman, and Lucia
Berlin, but also peppermint candies and Allen Ginsburg's knees, between Proustian memory requests : give back to my sense of my disturbing fortune for a lifetime spent running to the next book, to the next page, to the next word. Jonathan Lethem is the author of several critically acclaimed novels, including The
Fortress of Solitude and Motherless Brooklyn, winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award. His latest novel, The Arrest, is a postpocalyptic account of two brothers, the man who came between them, and a nuclear-powered super car. David Heska Wanbli Weiden, RiverheadI am incredibly grateful for David Treuer's
magnificent The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee. This book - a mélange of history, memoirs and reportage - is the reconstituted native life that has been urgently needed since Dee Brown's last great indigenous story, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee. He is both a counternarrative and a substitute for Brown's book, and
rejects the standard history of victimization, conquest, and native defeat. Although I teach Native American studies to college students, I've found new insights and revelations in almost every chapter. Not just a great read, the book is a huge contribution to the intellectual and cultural history of Native Americans and
Americans. David Heska Wanbli Weiden, a member of the Sicangu Lakota Nation, is the author of the novel Winter Counts, which is the November pick of the BuzzFeed Book Club. He is also the author of the children's book Spotted Tail, which won the 2020 Spur Award from the Western Writers of America. Read an
excerpt from Winter Counts.Valerie Mosley, TordotcomIn 2020, I was lucky enough to finish a single book within 30 days, but I burned this 507-page brick over a weekend. Harrow the Nono reminded me that even when everything is absolutely terrible, it is still possible to feel a deep, rewarding and heartbreaking
admiration for brilliant art. Thank you, Harrow, for being one of the brightest spots of a dark year and keeping the flames burning at home. Casey McQuiston is the BestSelling Author of Red's New York Times, White &amp; Royal Blue, and her next book, One Last Stop, is out in 2021. I'm grateful for V.S. Naipaul's
troubling masterpiece, A Bend in the River, which not only showed me the world again, but showed me what literature could do. It is a book lucid enough to reveal the brutality of the forces that shape our world and its politics; but soulful enough to penetrate the most hidden secrets of human interiority. A book of great
beauty without a moment of mercy. A marriage of opposites that continues to shape my deeper sense than a writer can actually accomplish. Ayad Akhtar is a novelist and playwright, and his latest novel, Homeland Elegies, speaks an American son and his immigrant father trying to belong in a post-September 11
country. He is the pulitzer prize winner for drama and an award Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.Vanessa German, Feminist PressI am very grateful for Louise Meriwether's Daddy Was a Number Runner. It's a YA book set in Harlem from the 1930s, and it was the first black-girl book I've ever
read, the first time I've seen each other in a book. I appreciate the way it has expanded my world and my understanding that books can talk to you right where it is and take you on a journey at the same time. Deesha Philyaw's debut short story collection, The Secret Lives of Church Ladies, was a finalist for the National
Book Award for Fiction 2020. She is also co-author of Co-Parenting 101: Helping Your Kids Thrive in Two Households After Divorce, co-written with her ex-husband. Philyaw's writing on race, parenting, gender, and culture appeared in the New York Times, The Washington Post, McSweeney's, Rumpus, and elsewhere.
Read a story from The Secret Lives of Church Ladies.Philippa Gedge, W. W. Norton &amp; Company As a writer and reader I am extremely grateful for patricia highsmith's suspenseful narrative plot and writing. As a writer, I'm grateful for Highsmith's generosity with her wisdom and experience: she talks to us about how
to tease narrative strands and develop character, how to know when things are going wrong, even how to decide to give up things as a bad job. She hasn't let herself be caught up in sharing her failures, and in my experience, there's nothing more encouraging for a writer than learning that our literary gods are mortal! As
a reader, he provides a fascinating insight into the genesis of one of my favorite novels of all time: The Talented Mr. Ripley and the rest of his brilliant work. And because it's Highsmith, it's more than just a practical guide: it's extremely engaging and, while accessible, it also offers a glimpse into a genius's mind. I've read
it twice – while working on each of my thrillers, The Hunting Party and The Guest List – and I know I'll be back to copying well with my thumb on my shelf soon! Lucy Foley is the New York Times bestselling author of the thrillers The Guest List and The Hunting Party. He has also written two historical fiction novels and
previously worked in the publishing industry as a fiction editor. Publisher.
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